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Announcement 
 
The Architectural Association is pleased to announce two winning teams 
for the design ideas competition for Wakeford Hall, to be designed and built 
in the heart of the AA’s Hooke Park, in Dorset. A distinguished jury convened 
on Friday, 29th January selected entries by Natalie Ow and Kien Pham and 
by Paul Loh, David Leggett and Amanda Ngieng as the winners, and two 
further entries, by Joanna Gondek and by John Ng for design 
commendation. The AA would like to thank all entrants for their hard work, 
thoughtful entries, and inspiring ideas – all of which, in their own ways, will 
contribute to the growing culture of experimentation and innovation already 
underway at Hooke Park. The jury was pleased to recognise the high overall 
quality of many of the entries. 
 
Wakeford Hall 
 
Wakeford Hall is named in recognition of the Horace and Ellen Wakeford 
Bequest, whose generous support has made possible a fast-growing campus 
of experimental structures and prototype timber buildings designed and built 
by the AA School at Hooke Park, in Dorset. It will be the eighth project 
realised by students, teachers and associated partners within the innovative, 
post-graduate M.Sc/M.Arch Design+Make programme, which each year 
attracts students from around the world to purse year-long design and build 
projects that bridge the cultures of design studios, fabrication and construction 
across the realm of wood and timber construction. Hooke Park is home to not 
only the AA’s full-time courses, but also a year-round, annual programme of 
visiting design workshops by the school’s London units and programmes, as 
well as a series of short-course global design workshops that attract visiting 
students and teachers from throughout the world. 
 
Jury 
 
The Jury for the competition included: Paul Warner, AA President; Brett 
Steele, AA School Director; Christine Price, architect and member of the 
AA’s Hooke Advisory Group and representative of the family whose donation 
created the Wakeford Bequest; Richard Burton, architect, AA graduate and 
long-time Hooke Park champion; and Neil Thomas, structural engineer and 
founding partner of Atelier One. Technical review of all competition entries 
and competition organisation was provided by AA Design+Make programme 
co-directors Martin Self and Emmanuel Vercuysse. The competition was 
open to all subscribing members of the Architectural Association, and entries 



were received from currently enrolled AA students; tutors; graduates; as well 
as leading UK architectural and engineering practices. 
 
Central to the jury’s deliberation was the consideration of how a 
combination of design ideas had been considered in relationship to technically 
advanced, experimental building ideas associated with timber and wood 
technologies, including robotic and other forms of machinic fabrication already 
underway at Hooke Park; and how issues of landscape and of building in a 
rural environment were addressed. Attention was also paid by the jurors to 
entrants’ written statements and explanations accompanying drawings, 
diagrams and renderings, speculating on possible pedagogical, teaching and 
learning strategies that will allow for the winners’ initial building ideas to 
smoothly transfer across to the AA’s Design & Make programme – students, 
teachers and other participants who will, over the next two academic years, 
realise the complete building, and associated landscape project. 
 
Winners 
 
The two winning proposals were both undertaken by teams, which are: 
 

Natalie Ow and Kien Pham for a proposal the jury recognised as 
offering a poetic, tree-like canopy enclosure, flexible and non-
prescriptive, but convincing in its preliminary form and intent to create a 
sense of protection, and suitable focus, located in the heart of the 
campus. Natalie Ow is a current year out student who completed AA 
Intermediate School in 2015 and Kien Pham graduated from AA 
Diploma School in 2012. 
 
Paul Loh, David Leggett and Amanda Ngieng for a project that 
convincingly recognises the potential for phasing the project in different 
ways, within volumes located under a lightweight, net-like 
roof/covering, with an imaginative idea for how to set lecture and large-
group events next to a backdrop of trees and nature. Paul Loh is a 
graduate for the AA’s Design Research Laboratory programme (2002) 
and co-founder with David Leggett of Australia-based practice 
LLDS/Power to Make, who was previously Director at Edward Cullinan 
Architects. Amanda Ngieng is an AA Visiting School student also 
based in Australia.  
  

The jury was unanimous in selecting these two entries, identifying that as well 
as understanding the brief particularly in relation to the follow on phases by 
the Design+Make programme, their design solutions, whilst not prescriptive, 
were elegant and inspired.   
 
Commendations  
 
The jury also chose to make design commendations to two additional 
proposals, for the ways in which they inventively challenged the presumed 
limits – physical as well as material and temporary – and expectations of the 
building design brief made available to all entrants. A proposal by Joanna 
Gondek, for a series of luminous lantern-like tree-houses, imagined Wakeford 



Hall as a series of smaller structures lifting up and off the ground of the 
proposed building site, to situate itself, literally, back in the woods and forest 
of the larger context of the Hooke campus. Another proposal by John Ng 
speculated no less provocatively, on a ‘continual’ building project that would 
be realised not over one, two or a few years, but which – across half a century 
– suggested the growing of a structure out of the larger, almost seamless, 
qualities of the woodland itself. The two projects will share the award initially 
proposed as a third project to have been selected as a winner of the ideas 
competition. 
 
Next steps 
 
The two winning design teams will be invited to present their projects to the 
students and teachers at Hooke Park, who will, in coming weeks, develop 
more detailed proposals that explore the potential each currently shows for 
serving as the basis for what will be a remarkable building that will become 
the public face, and academic home, of Hooke Park.  
 
With Thanks 
 
In addition to the Horace and Ellen Wakeford Bequest, the AA wishes as 
well to thank the estate of AV Custerson, whose generosity has provided 
additional, much-needed financial support at Hooke Park; the trustees and 
members of the AA’s Hooke Park Educational Trust, a subsidiary charity 
supporting the educational activities, teaching and learning at Hooke Park; UK 
Government funding of a Knowledge Transfer Partnership scheme that has 
supported new robotic technologies in operation at Hooke Park that will 
contribute to the realisation of Wakeford Hall; the members of the Hooke Park 
Advisory Group; and the Wakeford family for making a special, additional 
2016 prize donation that will in turn be given to the two winning design teams. 
 
Paul Warner, AA President 
Brett Steele, AA School Director 
February, 2016 
 
 
 
 


